
Speculative design for 
product decisions in 
anti-social behaviour 
reporting



Tl:dl
Future-casting is a really useful technique for making strategic 
decisions, but it takes work to get people into the right head space

You only need enough information to make a decision, but when 
you get new information, it's okay to reevaluate

This might be a bit of a comedy of errors, hopefully you can learn 
from my mistakes



What we’ll be covering…
● Setting the scene

● Planning - and failing

● The workshop

● Conclusions

● Reflections



Setting the scene
● Teamed up with a local authority to 

build a reporting tool
● There was discussion around 

whether it would be just noise or all 
ASB, but settled on only noise

● The project has gone incredibly 
well!



Noise is a type 
of ASB

I’m not an expert in noise or 
anti-social behaviour, but things I 
have found out:

- Noise = statutory nuisance, there 
are guidelines and quantitative 
measures that can be taken

- ASB = Subjective, summarise 
things

So why did we get involved 
with that?



Back to the situation
● Who is affected by antisocial 

behaviour?
● What are the consequences, for the 

victim and the perpetrator?
● What are the consequences of this 

data collection?



Co-design 
future-casting



Plans always seem so simple on paper…
1. Find people to participate in the workshop
2. Explore anti social behaviour reporting, resolution and punishments
3. Identify and capture signals that could influence the data collection and use of 

antisocial behaviour reporting data
4. Run workshop!

a. Share knowledge and signals
b. Create 1, 3 and 5 year futures
c. Consider risks and mitigations of the proposed reporting system

5. Decide whether we want to be involved in ASB reporting



How it actually went…
1. Recruit affected individuals…

1. Recruit proxy participants who regularly work with affected individuals… 

1. Reach out to charities associated with affected individuals or those that work with 
them…

1. Invite people who aren’t like all the people I work with in the hope of getting a different 
perspective.…



So what happens during an antisocial 
behaviour situation?



An example of the process
● Behaviour happens
● A complaint is made… then another, then another.
● An agent of the council or social housing organisation investigates
● A warning is given
● The behaviour doesn’t abate
● More investigation
● A CPN is give
● Still no abatement
● FPN or criminal charges



Community Protection Notices
● Requires Community Protection 

Warning prior to CPN, to which 
there is no appeal process

● Can be handed out by council 
officers, police officers, social 
landlords

● No set evidentiary requirements, 
only to satisfaction of agency 
handing out CPN

● Breach is a criminal offence



Outside of their 
control

Just a bit sillyFar reaching and 
ambiguous



Signals



What direction 
are we going 

in?
A sample of signal themes

● Forming a single view of 
customers/residents

● Data breaches, hacks and leaks
● Perpetual observation through 

smart devices
● Lack of funding for local 

government
● Use of algorithms for benefits
● Erosion of data protection and 

privacy



Participants, activities
- All the signals



HEADLINES FROM THE FUTURE!

Local troublemakers learning 
dreams dashed

Drones issue automatic fines while 

monitoring neighbourhood yobs

UN report: British ASB policing “nightmare” 
belies systemic failure in mental health and 
social care services



The outcome
We’re not pursuing antisocial 

behaviour reporting



Reflections



Tl:dl
Future-casting is a really useful technique for making strategic 
decisions, but it takes work to get people into the right head 
space

You only need enough information to make a decision, but when 
you get new information, it's okay to reevaluate

This might be a bit of a comedy of errors, hopefully you can 
learn from my mistakes



Questions?



Thank you
Questions, queries, follow up - bekki@mysociety.org
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